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The Darklands

All Worlds contain blemishes on their maps. 

Kingdoms you don’t travel to and would 

rather forget about even if you returned alive. 

THe DARKLANDS expansion explores  

Enchantia’s shadows.

Places full of terror and forbidden magic, 

inhabited by ghosts, vampires, werewolves, 

trolls, and other monsters of folklore. 

Will you enter the Darklands? Or are you 

too scared? Muahahaha!
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Box Contents

197 Normal Cards (63x88mm)

 6 New Kingdom Decks  
(each containing 25 cards + Randomizer)

 Ghosts

 Trolls

 Vampires 

 Werewolves

 Witches

 Woodfolk

 1 Frog Deck (26 cards)

 6 Banner Cards and 6 Class Cards

 3 Coop Overlay Cards (double-sided)

12 Oversized Cards (130x90mm)

 6 Village Cards
 6 Overlord Cards

1 Token

 1 Moon Token   

Other

 7 Deck Separators for use in the Deluxe storage box.

 This Rulebook
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New Kingdoms

ENCHANTERS: DARKLANDS features 6 new Kingdom 

Decks themed around ancient horror stories and folk tales. Use  
them the same way you would use any other Kingdom Deck. 
Darklands Decks feature new mechanics that allow you to 
develop new strategies. These mechanics are described below.

Ghosts (Hauntshire Manor)

THis creepy, dilapidated manor was home to generations 
of unhappy residents. In time, as the cemetery grew,  
the unhappy ghosts grew stronger and stronger.  
Ectoplasm formed a vortex around the house and  
a nearby village fell prey to it. Villagers are too scared to 
even approach the manor, but also too scared to leave 
this accursed place, so they just do the biddings of the  
ghosts, in time contributing their souls to the vortex.  
THey have become weirdly accustomed to it actually…

Ignore all your : This ability affects printed Attack  
and Defense  symbols at the corners of the  cards.  
Do not add those symbols to your total Attack and 

Defense points. You may still use the abilities of  cards  
even if they grant Attack  and Defense .

Symbols other than Attack  and Defense  are counted 
normally (Speed , Weight , Slime , Undead , 
Pearls ), as well as the cards’ abilities.

Count your  one more time: This ability affects 
printed Attack  and Defense  symbols at the corners 
of the  cards. Add those symbols twice to your total  
Attack and Defense points. Do not double the ability of  
the Enchantment  cards or any other symbol  
(Speed , Weight , Slime , Undead , Pearls )  
other than Attack  and Defense . If two cards make 
you “Count your  one more time”, then each symbol 
on the card is counted thrice. 
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Trolls (Stinkhorn Swamp)

THe Stinkhorn Swamp is not a nice place to live. Knee deep 
water covers most of the land, moss covers nigh dead trees, 
and mushrooms grow everywhere – especially poisonous 
ones. THe swamp is drying up, ever since nearby rivers 
were diverted to the plains of Favonius. Left with no other 
option, the inhabitants venture into human lands.

Whenever you pass: This ability is activated whenever you 
take a card from the Journey Track that is to the right of the 
specific card. 

Example 1: Will’o’wisp is on the second space of  
the Journey Track. If a player takes the third card 
or farther on the Τrack, the Will’o’wisp activates 
and forces that player to take 1 Wound .

Example 2: A player has an Enchantment “of 

Life”. They pick the fifth card on the Journey Track, 
passing 3 Monsters  along the way and therefore 
they heal 3 Wounds .

The Dragon  from this Deck cannot be passed on the  
Journey Track. This means that players need to either 

defeat it or let it invade the Village  while they Rest . 
A player who defeats the Swamp Dragon will also have to 
follow the restrictions concerning any future Dragons .

Timing: “When you pass” abilities should be performed 
before the “Resolve ” abilities. When considering the 

order of effects, start with cards closer to the Village  on 
the Journey Track and check them one by one. Multiple 
“When you pass” abilities can trigger simultaneously 
depending on the card selected by the active player. The 
active player decides the order of the effects in that case.

Note: When using the Trolls Deck together with the 
Harpies Deck, reduce the Journey cost first by the number 
of Speed Icons , then apply the “Map” Item .

Note: Mash the Trolls Deck and the Samurai Deck up for 
a hilarious twist on the game!
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Vampires (Sferata Castle)

THe lands around Sferata castle have been controlled by 
vampires for hundreds of years. Every month the vampires 
would come to take the “blood toll” and sated, they would 
return to lurking within their castle. THe villagers didn’t 
exactly like it, but always assumed that “things are what 
they are” and “there is no point fighting the system”. But 
now the vampires grow impatient. THey amass their armies 
for war and the blood toll increases drop by drop.

Monsters  in the Vampires Deck gain power as players 
gain Wounds . The bonuses are always based on the 
number of Wounds the active player has. The Deck 
contains Items  and Enchantments  that either 
wound other players or heal you.

Note: If you’re playing with the Open Wounds Deck,  
the Cowl does not deactivate the effects of Wound cards. 
Keep in mind that each Wound card also counts as 10 
Wounds when calculating Vampire card bonuses.

Werewolves (Vulkodlakia)

THe town of Vulkodlakia, set amongst an ancient and 
majestic sequoia forest, was an example of how people  
and monsters could coexist. With a population that 
included almost twenty percent werewolves, the townfolk 
developed treetop dwellings and customs to keep everyone 
safe and happy. THat is until a weird magical eclipse 
started occuring above Vulkodlakia: a full moon and a  
new moon alternating every day. With werewolves 
transforming every other day, for weeks and months,  
life became miserable for everyone and blame started 
being cast by both sides. Some villagers are already 
stockpiling silver bullets.

The Werewolves Deck is accompanied by a Moon Token. 
One side represents the Full Moon and the other the  
New Moon.

Full Moon New Moon

Flip the Moon Token: When the game asks you for the 
first time to “Flip the Moon Token”, flip the Token into 
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the air and allow it to land on either side. After the first 
time this ability is activated, just flip the Moon Token to 
the other side.

The state of the Token affects the effectiveness of Monsters  
, Items , and Enchantments .

Note: Combining the Werewolves Deck with the Mummies 
Deck can create a very difficult but challenging game!

Witches (Bufonid Lakeside)

THe fishing villages along the Bufonid Lake had the best 
medical care one could wish for: Witches. THese wise 
female spellcasters acted as doctors, village elders, and  
(at times) Enchanters protecting their villages. More and 
more power came into their hands. THey started acting 
as judge, jury and executioner – turning the unruly into 
frogs. Soon there were quite a lot of frogs around and the 
citizens were too scared to complain. Rumors say that 
some witches were seen eating frogs.

The Witches Deck comes with a separate Deck of Frog 
cards which should NOT be shuffled into the Adventure 
Deck. Keep the Frog Deck within all players’ reach.

Turn a  into a Frog: Remove  
a targeted Monster  from 
the game and replace it with 
a card from the Frog Deck. 
“Turned into frogs” cards do 
not trigger “After taking ” 
abilities.

Frogs

The Frogs Deck is only used when ordered by specific 
rules on particular cards. For now these are present only 
on cards connected with the Witches Deck.

In the unlikely event that you run out of Frogs during 
the game, whenever you are asked to take a Frog instead 
take a Crystal . If you are asked to turn a Monster  
into a Frog, place targeted Monster  on the Graveyard 
and then take a Crystal .
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Woodfolk (Favonius Farmlands)

Favonius is the most fertile of lands, providing the 
continent with an endless supply of wheat. Seen from 
above, it looks like a yellow sea surrounding a scattering  
of villages and noble houses. It is inhabited by a grouchy,  
temperamental people (hard working, hard loving, hard  
fighting and definitely hard partying). It wasn’t always  
like that though. THe region was home to ancient creatures 
whose lands were stolen to build these farmlands. And 
now the monsters are coming back to reclaim them.

“The least” or “The most” of something: When this 
ability is activated compare the given icon with the other 
players and apply the effect. In case of a tie, the active 
player decides. The effect stays in play until the end of the 
active player’s turn.

Note: Merging the Woodfolk Deck with the Mermaids  
and/or Pirates Deck creates some really unique combos 
– try it out Me Hearties!

Universal Keywords

“Arrow Up” symbol : Abilities with that symbol are activated 
when the cards are face up on the Journey Track. When you 
draw a card with that symbol immediately resolve it, and then 
place it on the Journey Track on the appropriate space.

Bury: Place a card at the bottom of the appropriate pile. 
When the game asks you to “bury top”, take the top card from 
that pile and place it at the bottom of the pile. A card cannot 
be buried if it is the only card on the pile.

Unbury: Place a card on top of the appropriate pile.
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Etern, the Soul Amalgam (Ghosts Deck)

We all know what happens when 
you force too much matter in one  
space. First, you get clutter, then 
a mess and finally it collapses 
into a black hole. A similar thing 
happens to ghosts that amass and  
haunt one place. Lost souls (who 
are pretty confused in the first 
place) merge, mix ectoplasm, 
and in time form a new creature:  
Amalgam. THe sum of all their 
unfinished business, the mael-
strom of anger and resentment, 

the layered generations of negligence and hurt feelings. 

And as black holes have a habit of attracting more matter, 
so Amalgam grows as more souls gravitate toward it. Some  
speculate that given time, it could encompass the whole planet 
and end all spiritual life on its surface. Luckily, we won’t have to 
find out, because you’re here. Right?

Amanitus, God of the Shiro (Trolls Deck)

When the first clerics entered 
the Stinkhorn Swamp to spread 
their faith among the shiro 
people, they did not know what 
they were signing up for. THey 
painted the picture of powerful 
gods, each more marvelous than 
the previous one. THey talked 
about the signs, miracles, saints, 
and divine retribution. THey felt 
that their teachings are finding a  
foothold; many of the shiro people  
would come and listen attentively.  
No one would convert, but at least they were interested.

THen one day, the clerics were met by a delegation. THe shiro 
people decided it is high time to match their own god against 
the clerics’ in hand-to-hand combat. THus, the Amanitus  
appeared. THe clerics, unable to procure an actual god, were 
crushed under Amanitus’s stalk feet. THen the shiro people 
decided that if the meat people gods are so unimpressive, maybe 
they should spread their faith to them.

Overlord Stories
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Mihai, the Vampire Lord (Vampires Deck)

Mihai was turned into a vampire 
when he was just five years old. 
And he’s a halfling. Actually, he was  
a little bit small even for a five year 
old halfling. And as we all know,  
vampires do not grow with age.

But Mihai is not just the smallest 
vampire out there. Recently he also 
became the oldest vampire around. 
Unkind or jealous vampires say 
that he evaded Vampire Hunters 
because of his size. THese vampires 

do not live long. Mihai is very sensitive about his size. 

Being the oldest ruler of the Sferata Castle, he declared that it is 
time for his kingdom to come out of the shadows of the grander  
kingdoms nearby. He increased the blood toll, produced a new 
generation of vampires, and bred bats in numbers that block out 
the sun. Now he is ready to show the world the new Age of Blood.

Even if he can barely see over a table.

Agatha, the Pack Leader (Werewolves Deck)

Agatha was always taught to be a 
good and proper lady. THen at the 
age of fifteen, it turned out she’s 
a werewolf. Her parents worked 
hard to hide that fact by locking 
her up during the full Moon. 
Agatha endured this for some 
time, but when she rebelled, she 
rebelled hard.

She ran away from home, joined 
a gang, became its leader, then 
rose to the rank of Overlord. All 
this to bring the whole “princess in the tower” system down. She 
actually brought quite a lot of towers down and recruited a few 
princesses to join her cause.
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Yaba Bega, the Witch of the Lake (Witches Deck)

When one gets to live as long as 
Yaba, a lot of priorities change. 

When she was just a young 
witch, Yaba would patiently 
explain the differences between 
the sorceress and the witch, how 
mages are different from wizards 
and warlocks, how a person’s 
gender is irrelevant to the fireball  
that person casts. She would 
argue that we are all different 
but should be treated equally and 

most of all, respect each other. She would have the same con-
versation over and over again; she would sigh a lot, and start 
from the beginning. 

But after explaining this for a few generations her patience 
grew thin, and bitterness took over. More and more often she 
would just turn a stubborn offender into a frog and be done 
with it. When she became the Witch of the Lake, she convinced 
herself that only a structural change can make a difference and 
instituted a law that makes it legal to turn a person into a frog, 
if they act like one.

Baron Xona, the Dark Noble (Woodfolk Deck)

Xona gazed longingly at the  
shifting sea of grains that stretched 
before him. He felt recharged to 
stand once again on his ancestral 
lands after eons of exile. Fertile  
and bounteous as ever, bursting  
with life and health; yet an under- 
current of discontent could still 
be perceived. Injustice, envy and 
others of his brethren prowled the 
shadows. It was good to be home. 

Fitting in was hardly a challenge 
for him. A word here, a snide remark there, the Woodfolk were 
pliable and naïve, and soon his assent to Nobility was assured and 
his larger plans hatched. What was in store for Favonius? Under 
Xona’s gaze, nothing good.
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Many thanks to all the past crowdfunding supporters, both on  
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